
What Are Poetry 
Prompt Cards?

I enjoy teaching poetry all year long—not just for National 
Poetry Month in April. Our poetry centers are more engaging 

when students have the option to work together with a 
partner for Poetry Partner Reading.

So these Poetry Talk Prompt Cards were designed to make 
partner reading with poetry more engaging and on task for 

students.

They are versatile enough to use for partner reading, small 
group poetry work, or a whole class poetry discussion.

You can also EDIT these prompt cards to align to your 
expectations and your students’ needs with poetry discussions 

in your classroom. 

The set has 18 questions that can be used with ANY poem.

For my poetry centers, I print them on cardstock and laminate 
for durability. Once I cut them out, I hole punch the top corner 
and attach them to a book ring. This makes them super easy to 

include with my poetry center / poetry activities.

Students then take the ring of questions out and continue their 
poetry work by asking each other the questions.



If you had to think of 
some hashtags for this 
poem, what would they 

be?
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parts in this poem?

Were there any 
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If You could change 
anything about this 

poem, what would it    
be and why?

©The Butterfly TeacherHG Editable templates have detailed 
instructions that are easy for 

teachers to follow. 



THANK YOU SO MUCH!

FACEBOOK PINTERESTINSTAGRAMBLOG
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More Reading / ELA Resources For You
Click on either image for more Z

SPECIAL THANKS TO…

Click HERE for more Reading Printables

Would you please consider following 
me on Teachers Pay Teachers? 

You’d get first dibs on freebies and 
discounts from me! 

Thanks for ALL you do 
teacher friend. 
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